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Supporting Information
S4 Text
Effect of flow velocity variations on the N u 
− Re exponent values and the
∆T
generalised allometric constant Reb¯∗ − A/V values.
The influence of various water velocities (from 1-10 cm s−1 ) in laminar (S4 Fig) and
turbulent flows (S5 Fig) established that as the Reynolds number increases, the average
Nusselt number also increases. The large Reynolds number was due to the higher
velocity which can lead to flow disturbance and thus, higher heat transfer augmentation.
This augmentation can partly be explained by a stronger turbulence intensity generated
by greater water velocity, leading to a rapid mixing of flow especially at higher Reynolds
numbers.
Log-log scatter plots of allometric thermal scaling of various coral shapes and sizes
varied between 1 and 10 cm s−1 for both the laminar S7 Fig and turbulent flows S8 Fig,
provided similar values in terms of the scaling exponents (m). The slopes of thermal
allometric plots indicated a directly proportional relationship for the branching colony
and an inversely proportional relationship for the massive colony, suggesting that the
microscale temperature of massive corals increased disproportionately slower under the
turbulent flow.
The derived heat exponents and allometric constants for various colony shapes at
constant flow of 10 cm s−1 is given in S7 Table. The scatterplots of whole assembalge
(combination of massive (M) and branching (B) colonies) between ∆ T for simulated
against numerical predictions in both laminar and turbulent regimes (S9 Fig), found
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some bias thereby emphasising the role of coral shape in the overall microscale’s surface
temperature distributions.
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